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We're a podcasting agency located in
Dewsbury, West Yorkshire.

At Podmatic, we're more than just a podcasting
agency. We're your partners in creating

compelling audio and video content that builds
your brand and engages your audience. At

Podmatic, we've mastered the art of podcasting,
to help businesses like yours thrive in the digital

age.

Who are
we?



We specialise in crafting high-quality audio and video
content that supercharge your marketing efforts and

boost brand recognition.

In the past decade, podcasting has exploded onto the
scene, becoming a powerful tool for engagement. With
more people embracing this medium, it's the perfect time
to harness its potential. Plus, podcasting is cost-effective,
and now, with the addition of video, it's a financially viable
way to build your brand and market your business.

What we do
and why we

do it:



Who We Serve & What
We Offer:

At Podmatic, we are passionate about serving Businesses, Brand
Builders, Marketers and Agencies. We do all the heavy lifting, so

you can focus on running your business and generating revenue.

We honour your end goal and so we have two services to choose
from.

📅 Planning: Tailored strategies for
your podcasting journey. 

🧠  Conceptualisation: Transforming
your ideas into engaging content.

 🎥  Production: Expert recording and
video services. 

🖥  Editing: Seamless post-
production for a polished product. 

🌍  Distribution: Wider reach through
various platforms. 

📊 Analytics: Data-driven insights for
continuous improvement.

Membership

Hourly Hire of our Studio Space. 

Access to all technical aspects of
the studio. 

Self Service

Whether you choose our membership options
 or our self-service studio hire, we've got you covered.



 Unleash Your Creativity in Our Studio!
Experience podcasting like never before in our fully-equipped,
in-house studio. We leave no stone unturned when it comes to

delivering superior sound and visuals for your content.



 Fully Customisable
Ambient Colour
Lighting: Set the
perfect mood for
your recordings.

4K Monitor for
Your Brand Logo:

Showcase your
brand in style.

High Fidelity
Sound: 

Four PodPro
Microphone

Setup for crystal-
clear audio.

In-Process and
Post-Editing

Options: 
Perfection at every

stage.

Elegant, Colourful,
an d Comfortable

Design Setup:
 Feel at home while

you create.

3 Angle 4K DSLR
Camera Setup:

Capturing every
angle of your

brilliance.

Customisable for
Any Setup: 

Solo, Dual, Triple,
or Four-Person
Configurations.

Live-Streaming
Broadcast Option: 

Engage your
audience in real-

time.

Why Choose Us?



The unbeatable Benefits of
Working With Podmatic:

🌐 Collaboration Beyond Boundaries

At Podmatic, we don't just rely on our in-house
expertise. We collaborate with a network of qualified

Audio Engineers, Video Editors, Marketers and more to
ensure we consistently deliver top-notch results.

🔝 Top-of-the-Range Technology

Our commitment to excellence means we always stay
ahead of industry standards. We invest in cutting-
edge technology to provide you with a seamless

experience and superior sound and visuals.

🎯 Mission

🚀 Goal: To keep up with and exceed industry standards. 
🌟 Aim: Provide a seamless experience, making the

process easy and straightforward. 
🎉 Result: Superior sound and visuals that leave a

lasting impact.



Contact Us

info@podmatic.co.uk

01924654222

Ready to Take Your 
Brand & Business to the

NEXT LEVEL? 
CHOOSE PODMATIC, 

your partner in podcasting
success!

Let's turn your ideas into captivating content
that resonates with your audience and elevates

your brand + business!

www.podmatic.co.uk

07729290213

https://podmatic.co.uk/

